1. Backfill for conduit trench located under curb, gutter & sidewalk and in unimproved areas shall be compacted to 90% relative compaction. Backfill for conduit trench located in pavement shall be compacted to 95% relative compaction.

2. Landscaping in the area of the street light standard to match base elevation and have a minimum of 12" of clearance from the base.

3. If this length is 12" or less, place 3-1/2" thick concrete from street light base to edge of sidewalk. Width to match concrete around street light foundation.

4. If conduit is located beneath the sidewalk, it may be placed at 18" depth instead of 2'.

5. If the planter area is less than 6' wide, then place street light so that the base plate aligns with the edge of sidewalk. Top of foundation to match sidewalk grade.

6. Pull boxes shall not be placed in sidewalk. They shall be placed in PUE or planter area.